GIVE YOUR KITCHEN A GLOW UP

DON’T REPLACE — UPGRADE

3 SERIES REFRIGERATION
YOUR KITCHEN DESERVES A STATUS MAKEOVER

Your kitchen is more than just a collection of appliances. It’s a reflection of you, your family, your life, and your passions. Whether you’re looking for one appliance or redesigning your entire kitchen, don’t just replace—upgrade!

For over 40 years, the Viking brand has been an icon of status and quality for the home, both indoors and out. That same commercial-quality spirit inspires the sleek new 3 Series 36” French-Door, Counter-Depth Refrigerator. It’s more than just a fridge; it’s a Viking.

FEATURES THAT HELP YOUR FOOD STAY FRESH

GREAT TASTE THAT LASTS
Meticulous temperature management and precise humidity control keeps fresh food fresher—for up to 30 days!

HUMIDITY ZONE™ DRAWERS WITH PROFRESH™ TECHNOLOGY

IONGUARD ODOR CONTROL SYSTEM

OPTIONAL TOP GRILLE KIT

A BREATH OF FRESH AIR
Utilizes advanced ion technology to eliminate airborne bacteria, mold, and odors to enhance food preservation

TRANSFORMATION COMPLETE
It’s a snap to quickly transform the way you chill with optional top grille and toe kick accessories for a professional look

SLEEK. STUNNING.

THEATER LED LIGHTING
Letting Our Inner Light Shine — One of the brightest interiors in the industry

PREMIUM WATER FILTER
Fresh Water Always on Top — A cleaner, fresher supply

FEATHERTOUCH™ INTERNAL WATER DISPENSER
H2Oooooooh, that’s simple — Easy, one-handed operation

TWO ADJUSTABLE HUMIDITY ZONE™ DRAWERS WITH PROFRESH™ TECHNOLOGY
Great Taste that Lasts — Preserves fruits and vegetables for up to 30 days

LARGE FULL-EXTENSION COLDZONE™ DRAWER
One Size Really Fits All — Store large party platters and 14” pizza boxes

PROPOWER™ ICEMAKER
Ice for Ages and Ages — Produces up to an industry-leading 11 pounds per day. That’s a TON of ice!

ELECTRONIC CONTROLS
So Smart — Digital readouts maintain the selected temperature in both refrigerator and freezer compartment

DUAL REFRIGERATION SYSTEM
Two Dimensional — Dual evaporator and single variable speed compressor cooling system prevents odor transfer between compartments and provides efficient cool down and operation

IONGUARD ODOR CONTROL SYSTEM
A Breath of Fresh Air — Utilizes advanced ion technology to eliminate airborne bacteria, mold, and odors to enhance food preservation

ADDITIONAL STORAGE
Less ‘Running to the Store’ Kind of Storage — The 3 Series Fridge features four large door bins; two bins are large enough to store multiple gallon containers, so go ahead and stock-up
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WARRANTY INFORMATION

Two-year full – complete product / Six-year full – sealed system
Ninety-day full – cosmetic parts such as glass, painted items, decorative items / Twelve-year limited – sealed system

For detailed product information, or to request a quote call 1-888-845-4641 or visit vikingrange.com
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